DOG AGILITY SHOW INFORMATION FORM

The show coordinator should fill this out and send it to your judge(s) a minimum of 6-8 weeks BEFORE the show date.

(Your judge must submit their courses for approval 4 weeks before the show. If you are late with this form, the judge will not be able to meet their deadline.)

1. Ring size ___________________________
     If the ring is any shape other than a square or rectangle, the show coordinator must send a diagram of the area to be used to the judge.

2. Running Surface (grass, dirt, wood chips, rubber matting, etc.) _______________________________

3. Are there any hazards in the ring to be worked around? ________________________________
     If there are any telephone poles, trees, depressions in the ground, etc. their EXACT location must be indicated on a diagram sent to the judge.

4. This is an (circle one) indoor / outdoor show.

5. Are the entrances and exits to this ring fixed or flexible (can be located anywhere)?
     If the ring exits are fixed (e.g. not movable and dictated by the building’s design, the exact location must be indicated on a diagram sent to the judge.

6. What classes are you offering at this show (e.g. Advanced, Senior, Intermediate, Elementary, Beginners, Jumpers 1, Jumpers 2, Jumpers 3, games classes)?
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________

7. What is the tentative judging order of your classes? It is easiest in terms of course-construction to begin with your most advanced standard class, then work downward through the class levels, followed by any games classes, followed by the most advanced jumpers course, working downward through the jumpers levels. You are not required to follow that formula, but doing so will save MUCH time on show day.
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________

8. Time to arrive for show set-up (1 hour before the show is the norm at a county show. 2 hours may be needed for a large show or state show, depending on circumstances).
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________
9. Please indicate the quantity of each obstacle available and fill in the following details about your equipment:

Number of winged jumps_______ Number of wingless jumps_______
Do you have a specifically constructed double jump (vs. needing to use two of your regular jumps as the double jump)?________
Jump heights of your jumps____________________
Do you have a panel jump, or another jump which would require special placement consideration on a course?________

A-Frames_____ Please list the length of the sides_____  
Open tunnels______ Please list the length of each tunnel _____

Collapsed tunnels _____ Length of chute fabric_____  
Tables_______ Heights of tables_____________

Dog Walks_______ Please list the height of your dog walk_______
Please list the length of your dog walk planks______________

Tires______ Diameter of tire opening: ______
______ Breakaway tire will be used at this show

Long jumps (broad jump) with 4 corner poles______

Weave poles_______ Please list the number of poles per set_______
Spacing of poles (distance apart from center of pole to center of pole)_______
Type of weave pole base (welded steel, flexible springs, wooden, PVC on a base, stick in the ground with no base, etc.)_____________

See Saw (Teeter)______ Length of plank______
______ Electronic timing will be used at this show

10. Is there any special information that the judge should know about your show (children or dogs with special accommodations needed, potential scheduling difficulties with other fair events, need to bring money for parking or fair admission fees, need to bring a bag lunch, etc.)?
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________

11. Name and phone number of who to call if more information is needed.
____________________________________________________________________________________________

12. Emergency phone number for show day__________________________________________